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OYMYAKON RING STRUCTURE IN THE NORTH-EASTERN SIBERIA: 
ONE MORE TERRESTRIAL COUNTERPART OF CORONm ON VENUS; 
G.A. Burba, Vernadsky Institute, Moscow 117975, Russia 

The highest area of the vast mountain country in the NE Siberia consists of 
the mountain ranges arranged as a 380-km-diameter ring structure. It is located 
between 62 and 66 N latitude, 139 and 148 E longitude, centering at  64 N, 143.5 E. 
The general topographic shape of this ring structure - a higher mountain ring (up to 
3000 m) with a lower, but still topographically high (1000-1200 m), plateau inside, 
and lowland plains outside - resembles typical topography of the large circular 
features on Venus termed Corona (pl. - Coronae). 

The ring structure under consideration will be referred further as Oymyakon 
Ring Structure (OyRS) after Oymyakon Highland (Oymyakonskoye Nagorye) which 
occupies the considerable area within this ring structure, as well as after Oymyakon 
settlement located close t o  the structure's center. This settlement is well known as 
the Earth's Northern hemisphere "pole of cold". The topographically most prominent 
parts of the OyRS rim are Chersky Range (Khrebet Cherskogo) as NE segment, and 
Suntar-Khayata Range as SW segment. The following description is tracing the rim 
crest position from the South part of the rim t o  West, North, East, and back to South. 

SW segment of OyRS rim goes from Druza Mt. (2745 m) westward along Suntar- 
Khayata Range to 2933 m Mount, then to Mus-Khaya Mt. (2959 m), then to 2409 m 
Mount. 

NW segment of OyRS rim goes from 2409 m Mount (Western Suntar-Khayata 
Range) northward t o  2041 m Mount at  western edge of Oymyakon Highland, then to 
1872 m Mount at  southern part of Elgin Plateau (Elginskoye Ploskogorye), then 
some 50 k m  east of Vershina-Tuoydakh Mt. (1590 m) at Elgin Plateau, then along the 
range following the western bank of Utachan River (offshoot of Borong Range ?), and 
further eastward along Porozhny Range, including 2644 m Mount. This NW segment 
crosses Elgin Plateau approximately along the divide between the drainage areas of 
Yana and Indigirka Rivers. 

NE segment of OyRS rim consists of the central third of Chersky Range (the 
part of the range from Indigirka R. a t  the North to Malyn Lakelozero at  the East). 
This part of Chersky Range is sharply curved, arching outward to NE. Crossing the 
OyRS rim Indigirka R. abruptly changes its flow direction - northward t o  westward, 
and again t o  northward. It took place just east of 2644 m Mount at  Porozhny Range 
(this is second-order range within the Chersky Range family). From this area the 
OyRS rim is tracing eastward along the range located north of Nuru Mt. (2424 m), 
then along the NE bank of Erikit R., then along Ulakhan-Chistay Range and its 
highest point - Pobeda Mt. (3147 m). This point is the highest topographic mark along 
the OyRS rim. It is also the highest point of the whole NE Siberia mountain country, 
as well as the highest point for the whole Northern Asia, excluding Karnchatka 
Penninsula volcanoes. From Pobeda Mt. the OyRS rim goes southward to 2558 m 
Mount a t  the southern end of Ulagan-Chistay Range, then to 2303 m Mount near 
Malyn Lake. 
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SE segment of OyRS rim goes from Malyn Lake southward along Khalkansky 
Range to 1615 m Mount a t  the south part of Nerskoye Plateau, then to 2186 m 
Mount a t  Khalkansky Range (at the area of Indigirka and Kolyma river heads), then 
southwestward to Khalkan River head, then westward to Druza Mt. (2745 m) a t  the 
eastern end of Suntar-Khayata Range. 

The width of the OyRS rim is approximately 100 km, i.e. 50 km in  and 50 km 
out of the described position of the rim crest. The rim crest diameter is about 380 km 
(as measured between the highest points of SW and NE segments - Mus-Khaya Mt. 
and Pobeda Mt. correspondingly. This distance (Mus-Khaya to Pobeda) could be used 
for the easier identification of the OyRS on topographic map. 

The outer boundaries of OyRS are outlined with the river valleys: a t  NE - 
Moma R., a t  SE - Khinike R. (right tributary to Ayan-Yuryakh R., which is the source 
of Kolyma R.), a t  S - southern source of Kulu R. (right tributary to Kolyma R.), a t  W 
- the longitude part of Tompo R. (from its head till 64 N), a t  NW - upper part of 
Adycha R. (right tributary of Yana R.), a t  N - Chibagalakh R. 

Outer concentric ring take place around the OyRS. I t  has 800 km in  diameter and 
could be named OyRS-Super. Its north-eastern part consists of Momsky Range which 
is divided from OyRS rim with the SE half of Momo-Selennyakh Depression 
(Vpadina). This large circular structure is outlined with west-east part of Selennyakh 
River from N, Ozhogina R. from NE, Yasachnaya R. from E, lower parts of Berelekh 
(Byoryolyokh) and Kulu Rivers from SE. It includes Khunkhadinsky Range a t  W, and 
Tirekhtyakhsky Range at NW. 

Inner concentric ring within the OyRS have 190 km in diameter. I t  is marked 
with the ranges located outward of Indigirka and Nera Rivers (these rivers outline 
the inner foothill of the 190-km rim). 

Inner part of OyRS is  occupied with highland plateau with typical heights 
1000 to 1200 m. Its specific parts are: Oymyakon Highland a t  SW quarter of OyRS, 
Elginskoye Plateau (its eastern half) a t  NW quarter, and Nerskoye Plateau a t  
eastern quarter of OyRS. 

At Elginskoye Plateau the OyRS north-western rim segment meets the 
south-eastern rim segment of 800-km-diameter Yana Ring Structure (YRS). This YRS 
was considered (1) to be a topographic counterpart of Venusian Coronae. Now we are 
considering OyRS-Super a s  a twin of YRS, and the whole area of NE Siberia as  the 
area containing two large circular structures which are very close in  size and 
topography to Coronae on Venus. 

Reference: (1) G.A.Burba (1993)) LPSC XXIV, 217-218. 
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